What about the children? The experience of families involved in an adult-focused diabetes intervention
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Abstract

Objective: Among adults with diabetes attempting to change their own diets, we explored how these adults approached providing food for their children and how their children reacted to dietary changes in the household.

Design: The research design used semi-structured parallel individual interviews of adults and a child (aged 10–17 years) in their home. Interviews were audio-taped, transcribed, coded and analysed for themes.

Subjects: Subjects included families in which one inner-city African American or Latino adult with diabetes had completed a diabetes intervention promoting healthy dietary behaviours.

Results: We completed 29 interviews (14 adult–child pairs and one child). Adults approached making dietary changes for themselves and also providing food for their family in different ways, ranging from expecting everyone to eat the same thing to preparing two separate meals. Many children resisted dietary changes while fewer acquiesced. Among children who went along with changes, some reported resisting initially then adjusting, while others did not resist because the food still tasted good or they could obtain preferred foods outside the house. The intersection of adults’ meal strategies and children’s reactions to the changes can be used to categorise families into different patterns. These patterns highlight the tension between an adult who must make dietary changes to control diabetes and a child who is not necessarily motivated to change.

Conclusion: From this framework we suggest hypotheses about how these patterns might influence dietary behaviour in adults and children. Understanding these patterns could guide interventions to assist parents in successfully including children in their dietary changes.

Obesity and type 2 diabetes are increasing among children due in part to poor diet habits1–3. Many dietary behaviours are learned within a family context. Parents influence children’s dietary behaviours through control of access to foods, meal structure, family rules regarding food intake, modelling, children’s perception of adult dietary behaviours, use of bribes and threats, and sharing of health knowledge4–10. There is still much that is not understood about the complex interaction between parents and children around food, especially with regard to teenagers and pre-teens11.

To control their disease, most adults with diabetes need to change their dietary behaviours. Such changes may challenge habitual family interactions around food. Yet adult-focused diabetes interventions and counselling often provide little or no guidance on how to make personal dietary changes while also providing food to children in the household. When adults are motivated to make changes for themselves, there may be an opportunity to help parents extend those dietary changes to their children. But first those working with parents must better understand the interactions between adults and...
children during adults’ transitions to healthier dietary habits.

Since previous work has not described this phenomenon, we chose a qualitative methodology to explore the parent-child dynamics and practical issues arising in this context. Our study examines families in which one inner-city African American or Latino adult caregiver with diabetes had completed a diabetes self-management intervention promoting healthy dietary behaviours and was actively attempting to make dietary changes. We explored how these adults approached providing food for their children and how their children reacted to household dietary changes.

Methods

We followed community-based participatory research principles that emphasise community involvement throughout the research process\(^{12}\). We conducted qualitative, semi-structured parallel interviews of adults with diabetes who had completed one year of a community-based intervention and a child in their home.

The REACH intervention

Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health (REACH) Detroit Partnership, funded by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, is community-based intervention in inner-city Detroit aimed at improving self-management and outcomes among African American and Latino adults with type 2 diabetes. The intervention involved one year of activities, including 11 weekly two-hour self-management training sessions and regular meetings with a ‘family health advocate’, a trained lay person acting as a case manager and lifestyle coach. Intervention messages focused on diabetes self-management, healthy diet and exercise; none included information on children. REACH participants showed a statistically and clinically significant decrease in average blood glucose (glycosolated haemoglobin: \(\sim 0.8\%\)) vs. a comparison group that showed no change, and reported significant dietary improvements\(^{13,14}\).

Sampling

To gather information-rich cases, we used purposeful sampling based on the age and sex of the child and the race/ethnicity of the family\(^{15-17}\). We purposefully sampled children aged 10–17 years from REACH families with a goal of recruiting at least two children (one male and one female) of each race in each age range (10–11, 12–13, 14–15, 16–17 years). We recruited families in waves to fulfill our sampling framework until all eligible families were contacted.

Inclusion criteria for children were their age (between 10 and 17 years) and living with a REACH participant for at least one year, while exclusion criteria included a diagnosis of diabetes. Adult inclusion criteria were completion of one year of REACH activities (including at least two REACH classes) and having an eligible child. Adults and children were required to speak either English or Spanish. We enrolled more 12–13-year-olds than initially planned as we found in early interviews that they expressed themselves more clearly than the younger children but were more dependent on their parents than the older children.

Data collection interviews

We conducted audio-taped, semi-structured, face-to-face interviews with children for 50–75 min in the child’s preferred language (English or Spanish) without the adult present. Relevant domains included messages received from parents and others regarding eating, descriptions of family meals, current eating behaviours and dietary changes, and changes in family diet behaviours since the adult was diagnosed with diabetes and since completing the REACH programme (see examples in Table 1).

Adult interviews lasted 30–90 min. Relevant domains included perceptions of the child’s diet; descriptions of family meals; changes in the household diet since the adult developed diabetes and since the adult started the REACH programme; how these changes affected the children; parent’s perceived influence on children’s eating habits; messages to children about diet, and facilitators and barriers to child diet change (see Table 1). The principal investigator (H.H.L.) conducted all English-language interviews. Trained, Masters-level, native Spanish-speaking interviewers conducted Spanish-language interviews, with the principal investigator present to add questions as she saw necessary. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Michigan School of Medicine.

Analysis

Interviews were audio-taped, transcribed and verified. Data were analysed and collected concurrently so insights from completed interviews could inform ongoing data collection and analysis. We analysed the interviews thematically, assisted by QSR NVivo. Our overall approach followed the ‘Editing Analysis Style’, which contains both deductive and inductive elements\(^{18}\). Deductive codes were derived from analysis frameworks based on social cognitive theory and literature review. Inductive codes were derived from the interviews to create new categories and refine framework categories.

Following this approach, two investigators independently coded transcripts and used an iterative process to compare results until agreement was reached. Other research team members read selected transcripts to compare their code interpretations with the two primary
Table 1 Sample of questions from the semistructured interview guides

**Adult interviews**

1. Describe dinner last night? [Potential probes: Who was there? Did you all eat together? What did you eat? How did it compare with a usual dinner? Why are your meals set up like they are? Does the person cooking make the same meal for everyone in the family?]
2. Do you do anything special when making the children’s dinner?
3. How has your diabetes changed how you take care of your health? What are the most important changes you have made? How do the children fit in?
4. How, if at all, has REACH changed how you take care of your health? How do the children fit in?
5. How have these changes in your life changed the lives of your children?
6. How much control do you have over what your children eat? [Potential probes: What are the most important things to control? How successful have you been? What ways do you use to take control? What things make that harder? What makes it easier?]
7. What do you tell your children about food?

**Child interviews**

1. Describe dinner last night? [Who was there? Who made dinner? What did you eat? What did everyone else eat? How did it taste?]
3. What do your parents say about what you eat? [Potential probes: Are there any foods they tell you are/aren’t good for you? Are there any rules about food? Does what your parents say change how you eat?]
4. Describe the last discussion you had with your parent regarding food?
5. Who has the most control or say over what you eat? How?
6. Have you changed the way you eat recently or in the past? [When? How? Why?]
7. Have other people in the family changed how they eat? [How?]
8. What changed in your day-to-day life since your ______ found out s/he has diabetes? [Potential probes: Is the food different? How?]
9. How do you feel about these changes? What are the good things about these changes? Why? What are the bad things? Why?

**Results**

**Sample description**

The final sample included 29 interviews from 15 families (14 adult–child pairs and one child only) (see Table 2). Although baseline data indicated that 50 of 180 families had children between 10 and 17 years old, only 30 families were eligible: 10 did not meet participation criteria, nine had no eligible children and one relocated. Of 30 eligible families approached for enrolment, 15 accepted, 10 declined and five could not be contacted. Fourteen of 15 adult participants were women. There were 10 parents and five grandparents. All grandparents except one were the child’s primary caregiver. The other grandparent shared parenting responsibility with the child’s mother but was primarily in charge of meal preparation. We use the term ‘parent’ to denote parent or grandparent. There were eight male and seven female children ranging from 10 to 17 years of age; seven of the 15 children were in the 12–13-year-old range and two were in the 16–17-year-old group (see Table 2). Eligible non-participants were more likely to be African American (53% vs. 33%), have taken fewer REACH classes (mean: 5.7 vs. 7.7) and have shown a smaller increase in fruit and vegetable consumption after the intervention. After repeated failed attempts to complete the corresponding adult interview, the single child interview was included because it added to the breadth of child perspectives on change.

The final sample included 14 motivated adults who all expressed the desire to include their children in the healthy dietary changes they were making or had made. A few adults described ambivalence about the extent of the changes they desired in their children’s diets. (The results section uses the following convention: a few = two or three; some = four to six; half = seven; a majority = eight or nine; many = 10 to 12; almost all = 13 or 14). A majority of parents tried to decrease children’s intake of candy and soda and a majority stated that they were motivated by concern about their children developing diabetes or about their child’s weight (either that they were already overweight or might become overweight). One Latina mother said: ‘She wants to eat all the time. And I tell her that’s not right... Because she’s going to get fat and then she’ll get diabetes afterwards.’

Five of the 15 children described themselves in the survey portion as overweight, and two additional children...
Table 2  Characteristics of families interviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range (mean) or number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Families</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>1–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total annual family income (US$)*</td>
<td>5000–10 000 to 35 000–39 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Children</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–11-year-olds</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–13-year-olds</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–15-year-olds</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–17-year-olds</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of evening meals eaten at home per week§</td>
<td>2–7 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of evening meals eaten together per week§</td>
<td>1–7 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adults</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>38–67 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since REACH baseline interview</td>
<td>1 year 3 months to 2 years 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of FHA contacts*</td>
<td>5–26 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of classes (total 11)</td>
<td>4–11 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in total F&amp;V over 12 months</td>
<td>−1.1 to 9 (2.45) F&amp;V per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent consuming soda pop more than once per week prior to intervention</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent consuming soda pop more than once a week after intervention§</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REACH – Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health; FHA – family health advocate; F&V – fruits and vegetables.

---

Described themselves as the right weight but were trying to lose weight. (One of these two children in the interview described herself repeatedly as ‘a little fat’ and ‘kind of fat’ and the other said he was ‘fat’ but had lost some weight and was now ‘big boned’ and still needed to lose more weight; both had self-reported body mass index (BMI) greater than the 95th percentile.) All of these seven children appeared overweight to the interviewer (H.H.L.). No survey response was available for two children described by the interviewer (H.H.L.) as ‘skinny/appropriate’ and ‘skinny’ (this child’s BMI was in the 15th percentile).

A majority of children acknowledged that their parents’ dietary changes were probably also good for them, and none described the changes as unhealthy or bad for them. Although a few children accepted the changes, many children were ambivalent and a majority of children resisted changing their diets. One child airily expressed a theme common among resistant children: ‘You [parent] change your diet. You’re a diabetic.’ Ten of the 15 children reported obtaining junk food outside the home (store, school) ranging from one large bag of candy a month to chips and soda every day.

Family patterns of dietary change

As adults tried to change their own dietary patterns, family meals became both a main venue where parents sought to influence children’s diets and a battleground for conflict about those changes. Four different family patterns emerged from the interviews. Patterns were characterised by whether or not parents routinely provided alternative foods to their children and whether or not children resisted dietary changes.

- **Same food:** children are expected to eat the same food as the adult with diabetes and alternatives are not offered.
- **Different food:** if children do not want to eat the new healthier food, they are prepared alternatives or allowed to make food for themselves.
- **No resistance:** child and adult describe the child as going along with changes with minimal or no resistance.
- **Resistance:** child, adult or both describe the child as resisting changes (i.e. refusing to eat desirable food, bringing restricted food into home).

These patterns are useful analytic categories. While no one family exactly fits into one pattern at all times, each family was categorised based on their general attitude and approach towards dietary change and the children’s overall response. A few families described shifting from one pattern to another over time, especially as children accepted some dietary changes.

All families varied in the extent of dietary changes made. Some changed many parts of their diet incrementally while others focused on changing certain habits incrementally, such as decreasing soda consumption.

Family Pattern 1: Same food/no or little resistance

In Pattern 1 families (five families; see Table 3), one meal is made for everyone and the children are generally expected to eat the same food as the adult with diabetes. While in the home, children went along with most of the dietary changes.

Children in these families did not resist changes but varied in how fully they accepted them. One child (a sibling not interviewed) was described by her parent to have actively promoted dietary changes by learning and cooking new recipes. Two children expressed contentment because the food still tasted good. Two described resisting the changes initially but eventually accepting them (one as a way to help her parent). Another child went along with the changes since he ate what he wanted outside the house. Despite accepting changes at home, three of these five children said they still ate fast food, chips and soda elsewhere once to three times a week. Pattern 1 included
one child who described him/herself as overweight, two African American families and three grandparents.

Family Pattern 2: Same food/resistance
In Pattern 2 families (three families; see Table 4), one meal is made for everyone and children are generally expected to eat the same food as the adult with diabetes but there is ongoing conflict over food. Forms of resistance included refusing certain foods, complaining, bringing home restricted foods, and sneaking other food from the kitchen. In this group and in Pattern 3 families, many children disliked the taste of ‘healthy’ food and were reluctant to give up foods such as chips, soda, candy and pizza. One parent described how her children accepted some changes over time, such as consuming less soft drinks or drinking lower-fat milk, but her daughter claimed that she had not changed. In another

Table 3 Same food/no or little resistance

Child enthusiastically learns to make healthier recipes
African American grandmother: My daughter, she was 16 at the time and the changes with the cooking inspired her to want to cook and it was experimenting with cooking the skinless chicken and fish and using the Mrs. Dash… She got into… experimenting with the different recipes’ cause [FHA’s name] would always give us two or three recipes when we came to the REACH meeting

Child finds the food is still ‘really good’
Latin mother:
I: Do you think your children’s nutrition is healthy?
P: Yes, because I’m the one preparing their food… I prepare vegetables…we mainly eat chicken. Either in chicken broth mixed with vegetables or just boiled with – shredded, with no fat [translation]

Her 13-year-old son: I love [dinners] ‘cause she can cook really good… She knows how much to be there and how long to cook it, ‘cause she knows what she can eat and what she cannot eat from her diabetes… She says she can’t have like too much grease or too much not healthy food…like hamburgers or fries or stuff like that

Child didn’t like the changes at first but became convinced of reasons to accept them
12-year-old girl: [My grandma] – she told us we had to give up candy and stashes that we eat and our pop ‘cause it have too much acid in there… Before when she was in the programme, I thought it wasn’t going to be good – now I know that they are good changes… I thought that… it wasn’t right for her to take a lot of our candy and stuff away… [I changed my mind] when my grandma told us that we could get diabetes from eating all that stuff that we ate, all that fat and grease and stuff and acid and stashes

Child accepts changes as a way to help parent
15-year-old girl: [My mother] goes ‘You need to change your diet’. We’re like ‘My diet?’ and I start laughing. And I would just sit there and be like ‘You can change your diet. You’re a diabetic’… For a while we started doing separate meals and it just wasn’t working ‘cause…my mom is gonna sit there and look at the food that she wants and she’s gonna look at the food she has and she’s gonna want the food that she wants. So we just figured you can still cook the same food that you want but just you have to take some of the stuff out

Table 4 Same food/resistance

Child concedes adult’s control over food choices but seeks to resist
Latin mother: The way I cook dinner, then, it’s for everyone and that’s it… I think it’s a little bit difficult, because, as a grown-up, one almost doesn’t accept staying this way – not eating what we are used to eating, let alone, them [the children]… Little by little, as I tell you, skim milk, something we didn’t use to drink. Vegetables, I used to cook with lard and now I use oil… At the beginning they wouldn’t drink the [low-fat] milk. ‘No, no, I don’t want it. You drink it, since you’re the one that’s ill’… Now, cooking with oil, they wouldn’t want to eat either – ‘No, it tastes horrible!’… And I would answer them, ‘How do you expect me to cook for myself and then again for all of you?’ But, then I realised that if I ate lower [fat], then it would also be good for them

Her 12-year-old daughter:
I: Who do you think has the most control over what you eat?
R: My mom… ‘Cause when I sneak in the kitchen she tells me ‘Don’t eat that ‘cause you already ate’
I: Have you changed the way you eat in the past year?
R: No

Conflict over portions, junk food and carbohydrates continues but child describes getting used to some foods
African American grandmother: When I cook everybody’s here… Maybe [granddaughter’s name] will eat after I get through cooking – I’ll fix her plate – she don’t like it because I’m limiting her portions. But [granddaughter’s name] has gained a lot of weight… I’ve got to do something for her – because she’s not doing anything for her… I’m gonna stop her from eating all those noodles ‘cause that’s all carbohydrates… So she gets mad with me… She says I’m trying to control her eating. It’s not that – I’m trying to keep her from getting diabetes… She eats these hot chips, and I tell her – sweetheart that is no good for you – don’t you know that it’s doing something to the lining of your stomach?… She eats two and three bags of ‘em… She goes to the store buy ‘em – she buy’s ‘em ‘fore she get home… then she takes it and hide it in her room so I can’t see it – ‘cause if I see it I take it away from her

Her 13-year-old granddaughter: [Dinner is] all right. We eat like freshly cooked and stuff…
I: What do you think about how healthy food tastes?
R: Sometimes it tastes good and sometimes it just don’t taste right because, it’s like they tried to take macaroni and just take everything out
I: Do you think people could get used to healthier food?
R: Uh huh – if they just keep eating it and stuff – ‘cause I know I didn’t use to like salad – and now I love salad… Grandma – she told me to always eat my vegetables – if I wanted to grow taller or something… So, I just said I wanted to grow taller and I started eating ‘em – and I sorta got use to ‘em
family, the child said she was getting used to some vegetables but still refused eat other new foods. Pattern 2 included two children described as overweight, two African American families and one grandparent.

Family Pattern 3: Different food/resistance
In Pattern 3 families (six families; see Table 5), children resist dietary changes and parents allow the children alternatives to new food choices. When they do not like the food prepared for the adult, either children make food for themselves or some parents make children a separate or altered meal. In some families the adult with diabetes would eat a ‘healthy’ frozen dinner or salad while the family ate a dinner that they preferred. Whether prepared by themselves or a parent, children often chose less healthy alternatives (e.g. hotdogs, sugary cereal, ice cream and frozen meat lasagne) but occasionally ate fruit and healthier cereals.

Two families in this group expected children to decrease soda or sugar consumption. Some described gradual small changes in the children’s diets as children accepted new foods.

Table 5 Different foods/resistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern 3: Different food/resistance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult wants to improve child’s diet but acquiesces when child resists strongly and allows child to cook other food or makes him something else (adult’s poor health and fatigue also contribute)</strong></td>
<td>Latina grandmother: I like to bake my stuff. And his...it’s tried ‘cause he loves fried porkchops and chicken and I fry it for him... he doesn’t like a lot of stuff that’s why it is hard for me so I just cook for me... He don’t like... raw cabbage, you know like in coleslaw... I fry it sometimes or cook it in the oven, bake it or either boil it, steam it or whatever, but he doesn’t like it. I just don’t understand why. I guess ‘cause it’s my fault. I didn’t make him eat that when he was younger so now wish I had.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Her 13-year-old grandson:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I: Anything changed in the food?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: For me, not really, but for her, yeah. She says she started eating more like foods that have like low calories and stuff... Well, I still like eat my stuff, yeah. Like either I don’t eat at all or sometimes I eat like a hotdog or something or a cheeseburger. So yeah, that’s like not changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I: How do you get your cheeseburger?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Well, I cook it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult makes separate meals in response to resistance from children and spouse but still tries to add healthy items to their diet</strong></td>
<td>Latina mother: I: You cook supper for your family and another supper for you, is that right?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Yes, because I cook for them. I’ve told my children, my family, my husband, everyone, that... I want all of us to eat what I eat, but they say, ‘It’s just that I don’t like this.’ So, then I tell them, ‘It’s just that I’m worried... that you are going to go through the same thing I’m going through...’ And sometimes I try to cook for them things that are nutritious, and that won’t harm them, but sometimes they eat them and sometimes they don’t [translation].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult chooses specific changes that are required for everyone (e.g. less sugar) but is still ambivalent about other dietary changes for the children (e.g. low salt and low fat) and concerned children will not eat the new food</strong></td>
<td>Latina mother: I: Are there things that have made it hard to make changes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: For my family, yes. Not for me. If the doctor tell me to do anything, I do it... For them I feel it’s hard... because I will leave something out—sometimes I believe I am—like if I do everything my way I be abusing them... like the cooking if they don’t like it... So I try to keep them in the same place, you know like they eat what they like... Like, if I gotta do like rice and beans with no salt... I don’t believe that is fair, because they are accustomed to it with salt... So that’s why I cook my stuff on a side... then I put a little salt for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I: What do you think is fair?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Cook the regular food for them, for the kids... Like put salt for them, put the grease, cook the way it’s supposed to be cooked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I: How do you think your kids would react if you changed their food?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: They don’t eat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Her 17-year-old son: Most of the time my mom [decides what’s for dinner], but every now and then we pick what we want to eat... I just hint around so she get the idea... my ma will cook whatever I say like the same day or the next day... She been trying to change how we eat like our sugar. Now she won’t buy regular sugar no more. We buy Sweet’nLow and like once or twice she cooked food and she didn’t put no salt in it. So I put salt myself and then it came out tasting nasty. So I was like, ‘Man, I don’t want to eat this’, so... she just been changing the salt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child wants to make sure adult changes her diet but doesn’t want to change her own diet</strong></td>
<td>16-year-old girl: Since she has diabetes she always gets, like food that she’s supposed to eat... like the healthy sugar-free stuff, but I’d just get stuff that me and my sister eat... Like I get us like cereal and milk and – TV dinners – macaroni and cheese – some type of fruit... she’ll just get like low-fat stuff like... the little dinners that she eat... I don’t like [that stuff], but that’s what she got to eat so... I make sure she gets what she’s supposed to have... I don’t eat that stuff... It’s not good to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Some resistant spouses also required different food at meals</strong></td>
<td>Latina mother: I have to cook for my husband. It doesn’t matter how many times I give my children the same meals that I’m supposed to eat, I mean they will eat them, but often times they want to eat something different than that, and I have to cook what they want for them. [Husband’s name] says, ‘Cook some pork meat with chilli for me’ and I say, ‘Ay, that’s poison for me and I don’t want to eat that.’ ‘Then, cook it for me.’ Okay, so I cook it [translation].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health and fatigue sometimes lead parents to allow children to fend for themselves</strong></td>
<td>Another Latina mother: I don’t know what she [her daughter] had for dinner... Because I was sound asleep, I’m telling you, when I get home I’m tired [translation].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two parents indicated ambivalence towards how much change their children should be expected to make but overall believed in making changes. Ambivalent about her children eating foods low in salt and fat, a third parent decreased them in her own but not her children’s diet. However, she was attempting to switch the family to diet soda and sugar substitutes.

Three families described a child trying to motivate his/her parents to make dietary changes while resisting changes for him/herself. In two of these families, resistance from the spouse added to the need for separate meals. In contrast, another family in the same meal/no resistance group was trying to include a resistant father. However, if the father ate separately then the children ate healthier food with their mother. Finally, three different meal/resistance parents described struggling with health issues and fatigue which sometimes led them to allow children to make their own meals. In Pattern 3, three of the six children described themselves as overweight, one family was African American and one adult was a grandparent.

**Family Pattern 4: Different food/no resistance**

In Pattern 4 families (one family; see Table 6), the child does not resist changes but the parent is still providing different food for the children. In the only interviewed family of this type, the Latina mother made special food for herself and the father but different or modified food for everyone else. Interestingly, although the mother continued to make him separate food, the overweight child interviewed wanted to change his diet to lose weight. He described eating his parent’s meals because they were healthier and had fewer calories.

**Discussion**

When adults with diabetes are motivated to make dietary changes for themselves, there may also be an opportunity to improve the diets of their children. In our study, adults found various ways to make personal dietary changes while providing food for their family, ranging from expecting everyone to eat the same thing to preparing separate meals. Many children resisted dietary changes but some did acquiesce. Children who went along with changes reported resisting initially then adjusting (one changed to help her parent); not resisting because the food still tasted good; or not resisting because they obtained the food they wanted elsewhere. The intersection of adults’ meal strategies (expecting the children to make the same dietary changes as the adult with diabetes vs. offering separate meal options) and children’s reaction to the changes (resistance or acceptance) can be used to categorise families into patterns. These patterns highlight the tension between an adult who must make dietary changes to control his/her diabetes and a child who is accustomed to certain foods and not necessarily motivated to make changes and also suggest hypotheses for future research.

We found no prior published studies of how dietary changes in chronically ill adults affect their children. However, data on families with middle-school children suggests that about a third allow teenagers to make themselves dinner and to eat dinner separate from the family. Thus, while other families may also allow teenagers to avoid food they dislike, this strategy may become more pronounced in the setting of adult’s dietary changes. Furthermore, our study found that the younger children and sometimes the spouse also ate something different from the parent with diabetes.

Patterns seen in our study may in part reflect the cultural/racial differences in parenting style noted in other studies. Four of five African American families were among the two same food patterns and in contrast six of the 10 Latino families were in the two different food patterns. One study suggested that Latino families practised more permissive parenting and another suggested that less acculturated Latina mothers were...
more likely to offer alternatives when a child refuses to eat. Although this was consistent with many of our Latino families, some chose a less permissive style towards diet. In addition these patterns reflect more than just feeding style, as parents’ initial plans are often modified by children’s reactions and other social circumstances. For example, one African American mother planned to feed everyone the same way but it became too difficult because of children’s resistance, her hectic work schedule and other relatives sharing her home.

How the child’s weight affected family patterns deserves further study. Although each pattern included both children who perceived themselves as overweight and normal weight, the same food/no resistance pattern included five children only one of whom was considered overweight. A review suggests that heavier children experience more maternal restriction and parental discouragement of eating. One could hypothesise this might increase conflict and resistance to change. On the other hand, these differences could reflect different family dynamics which also contributed to the children’s weight. In general, the factors influencing parents’ choice of different strategies (such as health status, response of spouse and children’s reactions) warrant additional study.

Beyond describing family behaviour, this study has implications for future intervention design and evaluation. A better understanding of the significant variation in family responses to adult dietary change is crucial to designing effective dietary interventions. Motivated parents who adopted each of these strategies promoted some positive dietary change among their children, such as decreasing soda availability in the household. Interventions may enhance this positive change through tailored guidance and support. We hypothesise that for certain families it may make more sense to encourage parents to first make the needed changes for themselves and then gradually include children or give them healthier alternatives. Despite the availability to children of less healthy alternative food, families in both of the different food patterns described small changes in the children’s diets over time. Parents focused on specific changes, such as limiting soda pop and cooking everyone’s food with less fat. In addition some also encouraged their children to try the new food. While a potential downside to this approach is the increased burden on the meal preparer, one mother reduced this burden by using the same base items, such as meat, and changing only a portion of the meal for her children.

Other families (e.g. same food/resistance pattern) may require further study as to whether they inadvertently encourage excessive rigidity around food choices. Studies in younger children suggest that this could increase consumption in unrestricted settings and decrease ability to self-regulate caloric intake. Furthermore, overly ‘controlling’ parenting has been associated with unhealthy eating among young Latina girls. A couple of families described children hiding food and sneaking food from the kitchen. It is important to determine the prevalence, frequency and amount of such secretive behaviour among children in these families, whether it improves over time, and how to help parents adjust their strategies both to reduce this behaviour as well as the overall conflict around food. Perhaps strategies adopted from family-based child obesity treatment programmes could help instruct parents in adult lifestyle programmes in the delicate balance between too much restriction and necessary changes to help children eat healthily.

This study also suggests that some families may benefit from learning to prepare appetising healthy meals and from encouragement to keep offering new foods. Consistent with other literature, taste affected children’s reactions to dietary changes. Resisting children complained about the taste of new foods and accepting children emphasised that the food still tasted good. Some children described adapting to and even liking new foods over time. This suggests that some combination of factors such as lack of unhealthy alternatives, availability of healthy foods and parental encouragement over time could lead some children to accept new healthy foods. This is consistent with studies showing that young children must try some foods five to 10 times before they will accept it, and older children may need even more exposure.

**Limitations**

Several limitations should be considered when interpreting these results. First, although we believe we reached informational redundancy on this topic, it would have been ideal to interview several more families for confirmation. Unfortunately, we exhausted the pool of eligible families. Second, the descriptions of family diet behaviours are self-reported and subject to social desirability bias. Some children seemed reluctant to criticise their parents’ food choices. On the other hand, many parents candidly described the conflicts about food and their mealtime strategies. Obtaining views from an adult and a child in the same family strengthens the validity of our findings. Third, our typology is primarily based on dietary behaviour where both parent and child are present in the home. It may be less applicable to families who rarely interact around food. Fourth, our findings are based on a small group of African American and Latino families living in inner-city neighbourhoods having a member with type 2 diabetes and thus are most applicable to groups with similar characteristics. In addition, though our sample spanned the spectrum of ages 10–17 years, we had difficulty recruiting the 16–17-year-old group so the breadth of possible responses from this group may not be as well represented. On the other hand, our over-sampling of 12–13-year-olds provided greater breadth and understanding of this group and thus our
findings may be particularly applicable to this group. Finally, BMI data were not available on some children. However, children’s reports of either being overweight or trying to lose weight were consistent with the interviewer’s assessments and available BMIs, and perception of being overweight may influence behaviour more than actual weight.

Conclusion

When adults with children attempt dietary changes, family eating patterns may also change. The resulting family patterns highlight the tension between an adult desiring to make dietary changes and children who are not necessarily motivated to make similar changes. Our initial exploration provides a framework from which to hypothesise how these patterns might ultimately influence dietary behaviour in families and implications for designing interventions. Understanding the variation among family responses could help adult-focused interventions and providers tailor their guidance to parents and assist parents in including their children in their dietary change.
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